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MixMate
MixMate as of S/N 15001

Plate holder
Cover caps
Vortex mat

Vortex mats starting with S/N 10001 are glued to the plate holder to prevent liquid from entering the device. That
meant that the vortex mat could no longer be removed and the screws below it, which are used to disassemble the
device, could not be removed. Repair or service of the MixMate was temporarily unavailable.
A modified plate holder will be used starting with S/N 15001. The glued vortex mat now has cover caps, which can be
removed as necessary, on the screw positions (see figure), which allow the MixMate to be disassembled or repaired.
Devices which were manufactured before this change (S/N 10001 to 15000) can now be repaired again. The vortex
mat must be cut open on the screw positions to disassemble the plate holder. Therefore, the old plate holder cannot
continue being used; it must be replaced by the new plate holder with glued vortex mat and cover caps.
The PCB MixMate has also been changed. The new PCB MixMate is backwards compatible and can be used in all
MixMates starting with S/N 10001 without any limitations.
Starting with S/N 10001, a new screening plate is used above the LP MixMate, to replace the old cover of the PCB.
These changes have also brought about changes to the MixMate spare parts list:
Omitted spare parts/invalid order numbers:
Vortex mat
5353 863.004
Plate holder
5353 862.008
Cover PCB MixMate
5353 850.140
PCB MixMate 120 V
5353 855.109
PCB MixMate 240 V
5353 854.102
New spare parts/new order numbers:
Plate holder (incl. vortex mat and cover caps)
Cover caps (sets of 4)
Screening plate
PCB MixMate 120 V
PCB MixMate 240 V
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5353 862.105
5353 863.101
5353 850.107
5353 855.206
5353 854.200
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